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About Della
Della has led resilience and innovation efforts in local governments nonprofits and businesses for more
than 30 years. She is the Principal of the Wise Economy Workshop and the  the Chief Operating Officer of
Trep House, a virtual superhub for Black and underrepresented entrepreneurs.  

Della's books include The Local Economy Revolution Has Arrived and Everybody Innovates Here, among
others. She produces three videos series and the Building a Wise Local Economy podcast. Della has
keynoted and presented at over 130 conferences and seminars.  She is one of very few people to hold
professional certifications in urban planning and in economic development.  

Creating Vibant and Resilient Futures for 
the Places We Care About

Della's ideas and strategies push the boundaries of what can
happen in the profession and what needs to be thought about
for a more successful future. 
-Anatalio Ubalde, ZoomProspector
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Biography
Della Rucker is a speaker, content creator and doer who helps people and places thrive in the emerging economic,
technical and cultural era. Part futurist, part grassroots organizer, Della has spent more than 30 years constructing new
solutions for start-ups, small businesses and communities.

Della has worked in economic development, entreprenerial ecosystem development, urban planning, public
engagement and facilitation across the US, in environments ranging from the very urban to the very rural. She has
managed development of fiscal impact models, led contentious public meetings, pushed committees through hard
choices and listened to the fears and frustrations of hundreds of public servants and dedicated advocates. A serial
entrepreneur, Della has managed innovation teams for businesses ranging from start-ups to established, and designed
strategies for creating new solutions to wicked problems by enabling diverse teams of outsiders to systematically
understand and bring new answers to the situation.

Della has spoken at more than 130 seminars, conferences, and other events nationwide, on topics ranging from public
engagement methods to downtown parking strategies. She emphasizes audience involvement and designs
presentations so that attendees can immediately practice what they have heard.

Della is a native of Bedford, Ohio. She holds an undergraduate degree in secondary education from Northwestern
University in Chicago, and a Master of Community Planning with a concentration in Economic Development from the
University of Cincinnati. She lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Creating Vibant and Resilient Futures for 
the Places We Care About

"Innovation" is one of the most talked-about concepts, but the least understood.
Della Rucker guides people though what it takes to place innovation at the center
of building resilient, strong local economies. This is must reading for anyone
hoping to participate and compete in a new economy where innovation matters
Isaac Kremer, Downtown Metuchen 



The Local Economy Revolution Has Arrived: What's Changed and How You Can Help. 
 2021

Everybody Innovates Here: Accelerating Innovation and Entrepreneurship Across Your
Entire Community.  2019

Crowdsourcing Wisdom: a guide to doing public meetings that actually make your
community better (and won't make people wish they hadn't come). 2015

Why This Work Matters: Wisdom from the People Who are Making Communities
Better (Ed.). 2014

AccelerateUs Journal. Quarterly

Accelerate Us: Dispatches from the front lines of the Local Economy Revolution
(video series)

Building a Wise Local Ecnonomy (podcast)
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Creating Vibant and Resilient Futures for 
the Places We Care About

 I finished feeling reconnected to the "what" that is the work, the "why" that it
the purpose behind it and walked away with some new ideas on the "how"
front. Most importantly, I finished feeling pretty brave and ready to tackle the
hard stuff.
Sarah Dunnigan, GO Virginia 


